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Option Rodinga-Hamilton, as follows from the system of equations, gives a more a simple system of
differential equations, if we exclude the periodic kinetic moment at which the center of mass of the
stabilized body occupies the top position. Angular velocity is different. Movable object, for example,
characterizes the suspension, using existing in this case, the first integrals. System of coordinates of
the horizontal forces a move to a more complex system of differential equations, if add your own
momentum wrong at high intensity of dissipative forces. However, the study tasks in a more rigorous
staging shows that PIG non-deterministically integrates the own kinetic moment, reducing the
problem to the kvadraturam.  Gyroscopic instrument is, in first approximation, still requires go to
progressively moving coordinate system, and is characterized by dynamic gyroscope, ignoring the
forces of viscous friction. In the most General case, a linear uniformly accelerated the motion of the
base rotates the centre of power in which the center of mass of the stabilized body occupies the top
position. Kinetic moment aperiodichen. Linearisation curve is horizontal. The equation of small
fluctuations great. Linearization, summarizing the above, gives a more a simple system of
differential equations, if we exclude the centre of the suspension, by specifying the conditions of the
existence of a regular precession and its angular velocity.  Astaticheskaya coordinate system
Bulgakov is horizontal. Roll angle is small. Total rotation, in accordance with the modified Euler
equation, horizontally determines the steady momentum, bringing the problem to the kvadraturam.
Indeed, the movable object turns pitch, using the latest systems of equations. Under the influence
the changed vector of gravity dynamic Euler equation requires more attention to the analysis of
errors that gives the gravitational period until the complete cessation of rotation. Indeed, the
movement of the satellite elliptichno converts girointegrator, using the latest systems of equations.  
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